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OPEN SOURCE LINKS - Syria Gas Event and
Trump Missile Response
Was Israel The Reason For The U.S. Strike On Syrian Military Base? - The base bombed
by the Trump is the same base from which Israeli fighter jets were shot down after launching
Israel illegal strikes into Syria.
http://www.dcclothesline.com/2017/04/09/was-israel-the-reason-for-the-u-s-strike-on-syrian-
military-base/
BBC GUEST - Ex-ambassador to Syria - PETE FORD -  Reports Assad Did Not Use
Chemical Weapons on His People

Finger of Blame for Gas Tacks Pivots to RUSSIA - ‘Tillerson takes priority among West
envoys’ – int’l affairs writer on Johnson canceling Russia trip
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Roger Stone: Trump Not Planning Wider War In Syria
https://youtu.be/r9Y_-eDf1do?t=3m11s
4/10/17 WHITE HOUSE SOURCE: Trump Pushes Back Against Neo-Con Plan to Invade
Syria --Assad is apparently backing away from a deal he made with the Pentagon four years
ago to step down from power in order to prevent a U.S. military bombardment that Obama
pushed for back in 2013. The air strike ordered by Trump was apparently a reminder to Assad
of the deal he struck to step down once jihadists had been defeated. Troop numbers are now
being massively escalated in western Iraq to reinforce this message, including the 11th Marine
Expeditionary Unit, to back up and cover the flank for U.S. Army ground forces in case of
possible attack by Assad.
https://www.infowars.com/trump-pushes-back-against-neo-con-plan-to-invade-syria/
Golan Heights, Israel, Oil and Trump -- Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu was one
of the first heads of government to go to the United States to meet Donald Trump on February
16, in Trump’s new role as President. After the event major media focused on the themes of
Israeli settlements in the West Bank, the Iran nuclear deal or a Palestine two-state solution. 
Virtually no mention was made by CNN or other US mainstream media of the most strategic
point the two discussed. Netanyahu asked the US President to recognize the Israeli illegal
occupation of Syria’s Golan Heights, something no US President has done since Israel
openly declared it theirs in 1981.
http://journal-neo.org/2017/03/30/golan-heights-israel-oil-and-trump/
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CORBETT REPORT 4/10/17: The Syria Strikes Aftermath: What We Know So Far
https://www.corbettreport.com/the-syria-strikes-aftermath-what-we-know-so-far/comment-
page-1/#comment-37674

Russia, Iran, Hizballah set up joint command in Syria. A new joint command center made
up of the forces of Russia, Iran and the pro-Iranian Shiite militias supporting Syrian President
Bashar Assad accused America Sunday of waging aggression on Syria and crossing red lines.
The center issued this warning: “From now on we will respond with force to any aggressor or
any breach of red lines from whoever it is [against the Assad regime] and America knows our
ability to respond well," said the statement. It was issued in response to the US missile attack
Friday on a Syrian air base from which chemical weapons were launched against civilians.
The joint command center also said the presence of U.S troops in northern Syria where
Washington has hundreds of special forces helping the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) to
oust Islamic State was "illegal" and that Washington had a long-term plan to occupy the area.
http://www.debka.com/newsupdate/20318/Russia-Iran-Hizballah-set-up-joint-command-in-
Syria?utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_medium=facebook 
Dr. Steve Pieczenik Explains How Trump Staged Syria Gas Attack In Order to Influence
Chinese President Xi Jinping to Rein-in North Korea Nuke Threat. If you Believe Pieczenik's
Story you're also required to believe Trump was counting on "Fake News" to Push the Lie
About an Assad Gas Attack. You are Also required to believe that China continues to be fooled
by the coordinated and staged False Flag gas attack that is so obviously transparent in
multiple sources of alt media and Russia Today. Pieczenik also claims the threat of "regime
change" in Syria is not real even while insistent claims are loudly spoken in Trump's
administration and Congressional Neocons. On the Bright side, if Pieczenik is wrong on his
analysis he promises to admit he was wrong.
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The Case of WMDs: WHO USED CHEMICAL WEAPONS IN SYRIA? - As a matter of fact, 
the agents of Mossad who are in collaboration with the CIA sympathizers, Syrian rebel groups
and the ISIL militants arranged terror attacks in Paris, Brussels, Orlando, San Bernardino,
Nice, Munich, London, St. Petersburg and now in Stockholm.  These were false flag terror
operations and were part of the secret strategy and dual game of America, and especially of
Israel, who are in connivance with each other in order to obtain the covert aims of their
countries against Russia and the Muslims.
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2017/04/09/the-case-of-wmds-who-used-chemical-weapons-in-
syria/

RT Investigative Report, on-scene (4/8/2017) Concludes US-Backed Rebels (aka ISIS)
Responsible For Chemical Gas Incident.
https://vid.me/GvTj

RT ANTI-WAR GROUPS AGAINST WAR in SYRIA -  ‘One more war based on a total lie’:
Protesters across US speak out against Trump’s missile strikes
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SPECIAL: Mike Cernovich – McMaster Lying to Trump, Cooking Intelligence, Illegally
Sharing with Petraeus, Trying to Manipulate Trump Toward 150,000 Ground Troops in Syria.
H. R. McMaster Manipulating Intelligence Reports to Trump, Wants 150,000 Ground Soldiers
in Syria. Current National Security Adviser Herbert Raymond “H. R.” McMaster is manipulating
intelligence reports given to President Donald Trump, Cernovich Media can now report.
McMaster is plotting how to sell a massive ground war in Syria to President Trump with the
help of disgraced former CIA director and convicted criminal David Petraeus, who mishandled
classified information by sharing documents with his mistress.
http://phibetaiota.net/2017/04/special-mike-cernovich-mcmaster-lying-to-trump-cooking-
intelligence-illegally-sharing-with-petraeus-trying-to-manipulate-trump-toward-150000-ground-
troops-in-syria/

SPECIAL: Joe Burgett: Ivanka Trump Reportedly the One Behind President Trump’s
Move to Bomb Syria. Ivanka Trump Reportedly the One Behind President Trump’s Move to
Bomb Syria. With the recent bombing from the United States on Syria over chemical weapons,
many found it to be strange that President Donald Trump made such a move, but according to
a recent report, it seems his daughter Ivanka was behind the idea.
http://phibetaiota.net/2017/04/special-joe-burgett-ivanka-trump-reportedly-the-one-behind-
president-trumps-move-to-bomb-syria/

Ex CIA Robert Steele RT Montage On How Donald Trump Can Defeat the Deep State -
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Robert Steele has been interviewed by Russia Today many times. In this recent appearance,
he offered his most powerful thoughts yet on how to shut down NSA and suspend CIA to set
the stage for the triumph of Donald Trump and the 99% over the Deep State.

#FAKENEWSALERT: Former CIA, Robert Steele Reports Israel/Mossad Most Likely Culprit
Behind Syria False Flag Gas Attack.(2017)
https://youtu.be/eZ31EUUXAlk

#FAKENEWSALERT: The TRUTH About the 2017 FALSE FLAG Syria Gas Attack - AMTV
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#FAKENEWSALERT: Hillary Clinton Approved Delivering Libya's Sarin Gas to Syrian Rebels:
Seymour Hersh -- The great investigative journalist Seymour Hersh, in two previous articles in
the London Review of Books («Whose Sarin?» and «The Red Line and the Rat Line») has
reported that the Obama Administration falsely blamed the government of Syria’s Bashar al-
Assad for the sarin gas attack that Obama was trying to use as an excuse to invade Syria; and
Hersh pointed to a report from British intelligence saying that the sarin that was used didn’t
come from Assad’s stockpiles.
http://www.globalresearch.ca/hillary-clinton-approved-delivering-libyas-sarin-gas-to-syrian-
rebels-seymour-hersh/5522647

#FAKENEWSALERT: Ex-UK Ambassador Says Chemical Weapons Stores Belonged to US
Supported Rebels (ISIS)....Not Assad    
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#FAKENEWSALERT:: Ron Paul Says "Zero Chance" Assad Used Poison Gas on His Own
People.
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FAKE NEWS ALERT: CIA Analyst, Ray McGovern Reports Chemical Weapons Stores
Manufactured by US Supported Rebels (ISIS)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LULzvg1gA5U
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#FAKENEWSALERT: Proof USA behind chemical attacks in Syria,false flag - Wesley Clark
Fampus Testimony of Neocon/Israli Planned Regime Change.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fBtXcu5cnZs
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Trump Humilated: Syria Shoots Down 34 of 59 Cruise Missiles, Russia to Upgrade System
Soon.
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2017/04/09/trump-humilated-syria-shoots-down-34-of-59-
cruise-missiles-russia-to-upgrade-system-soon/
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